
NEXT CLUB MEETINGSNEXT CLUB MEETINGS
Green Square Community Hall 
3 Joynton Avenue Zetland

7pm Tuesday 12 September 2017
Chris will demonstrate pine repo ng. 
Members workshop your trees.

7pm Tuesday 10 October 2017
Guest presenter – Brenda Parker will 
talk on accent plants and by special 
request will answer ques ons on 
azaleas. Bring in your azaleas.

CONTACT DETAILSCONTACT DETAILS

0432 461 025

info@sydneycitybonsai.org.au

h p://sydneycitybonsai.org.au

PO Box 486
Summerhill NSW 2130

COMMITTEECOMMITTEE
Patron Sue Brennan
President Bryan
Vice President TBA
Secretary David
Treasurer Chris
Newsle er Editor Roz
Librarian Les
Commi ee Frank & John

MEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIP
Full Membership $40
Concession $25
Family $55
Pensioner $25

SCBC wishes to thank Sydney City 
Council for their continued support for 
our club by providing the hall at a 
reduced rate.

September MeetingSeptember Meeting
• Chris will do a short demonstra on on repo ng pines.

• Members styling hotspot and work on your tree

Peter repots Privet at August Club Meeting Demonstration. See page 6 for notes.

In this Issue:In this Issue:
• Shane Boyce: Bonsai the Hor cultural Tree– page 2 & 3

• Noelanders Styles Juniper at 2017 AABC  -page 4 

• Steve Cullum makes Bonsai Pot at 2017 AABC – page 5 & 6

• Peter Repots Privet at Club mee ng – page 1 & 6

• Bonsai Events Calendar – page 6

RemindersReminders
Make sure you make the October mee ng for our very special Guest 
Presenter – Brenda Parker.  Brenda is the president of the Illawarra Bonsai
Society and is a specialist on accent plants, azaleas and suiseki. Learn 
when and how to use accent plants to sharpen up your bonsai 
presenta ons and how to develop and keep your accent plants in good 
health (and alive!). For those who have ques ons about azaleas, Brenda 
has asked that you bring them in for advice.
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BONSAI THE HORTICULTURAL TREEBONSAI THE HORTICULTURAL TREE
Shane Boyce: “Bonsai -The Shane Boyce: “Bonsai -The 
Horticultural Tree at 2017 TopsHorticultural Tree at 2017 Tops
Shane Boyce,  a qualified hor culturalist, started his 
bonsai obsession in 1982originally and studied under 
Dorothy Koreshoff gaining the Nippon Bonsai 
accredita on of Advanced Studies in Bonsai, Saikei and 
Penjing in 2001. 

At the 2017 Tops Weekend he gave a fantas c 
presenta on on hor cultural aspects of growing bonsai 
successfully. In doing so he busted several long-standing
bonsai myths using more recent hor cultural research 
to back up his arguments.

Skip the Gravel Drainage Layer within the Pot

Whatever bonsai soil you use, to grow bonsai 
successfully you must firstly provide accessible water for
the roots and ensure that the roots can “breathe” (that 
is consume oxygen) as and when required. If you read 
tradi onal bonsai books, it was recommended that you 
should put a coarse layer of gravel or equivalent in the 
bo om of the bonsai pot and then fill it with a 
homogeneous mix or progressively decreasing sized 
material. This is wrong! 

It has been now shown that if you have smaller sized 
par cles above a larger gravel layer then at the border, 
the water tends to be retained in the upper layer. 
Rather than water freely trickling down across the 
boundary between the layers, water “resist” crossing it. 

That’s because the pull of water upwards in the finer 
layer offsets any gravita onal pull downwards. Instead, 
water builds up in the finer level above and is only 
released into the coarser layer below when it is 
saturated, like a full sponge that can’t hold any more 
water. 

Using gravel at the base of a bonsai, does nothing but 
reduce the root growing area and increases the risk of 
constant water log and thereby reduced oxygen for the 
roots.

With bonsai soils, you should choose a free-draining 
bonsai soil and fill the en re pot with a homogeneous 
mix of your preferred po ng mix. Thus when you water
your bonsai, the water will run out through the drainage
holes and only leave a “perched water table” (i.e. 

capillary fringe of water at the bo om of the pot”   
where the pores remain saturated). You can easily check
out the “perched water table” immediately a er you 
water. When you p the pot sideways addi onal water 
drips out than when the pot is horizontal.

The only me a raised “perched water table” may be 
useful is when you use a very deep cascade pot and the 
plant roots dry out too quickly because they have no 
opportunity to use the water in the bo om of the pot.

Homogeneous free draining potting mix maximises the soil
area for aerated root growth

The gravel layer at bottom only raises the perched water
table reducing the soil area for aerated root growth in a

bonsai pot

Do Some Fertilising in Winter & Evenly Spread

The statement “dormant tree” is misunderstood. A tree 
will s ll need moisture and nutrients during winter as it 
has to get ready to set its new shoots and buds during 
winter. Shane recommends that you give half the 
normal dose of fer liser in early winter and then 
another half the normal does in mid to late winter. If 
you only fer lise when you see new buds and shoots, 
you are too late – you have effec vely fer lised for the 
next growth stage. 
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BONSAI THE HORTICULTURAL TREE BONSAI THE HORTICULTURAL TREE CONTINUEDCONTINUED

It is be er to fer lise with small amounts and more 
o en. Also be careful that you read the fer liser 
instruc ons for pot fer lising versus in ground 
fer lising. Over fer lising in pots will result in root 
“burn” (i.e. when the higher concentra on of the 
nutrient in the soil reverses uptake and nutrient leaches
from the plant into the soil). Usually pot fer lising is 
around half the dose of in-ground fer lising. 

When using fer lisers, you should evenly spread them 
around the plant. The old cage and bag fer lisers were 
made when po ng mixes were soil-based. 

With the more modern free-draining bonsai po ng 
mixes there is less sideways, capillary ac on. Hence if 
you use one or two cage/bag fer lisers you will only 
feed the roots below where the cage/bag is. So the 
roots will grow healthily in patches and other parts of 
the roots will starve. Shane noted that the same issue 
can occur when using single drip irriga on systems. He 
recommends the us of “spectrum head” irrigators. With 
this type you can fully adjust the small spray area to fit 
the size of the pot you want to water.

Advice Against Sealing A Cut

Except in special circumstances (such as large oak cuts 
and azalea bonsai) Shane advises against using sealants 
on any cuts you make on your bonsai. A tree’s response 
to wounding or injury involves two processes: 
compartmentalisa on and the development of barrier 
zones. 

Compartmentalisation: When a tree is wounded, the 
injured ssue is not repaired and does not heal. Trees 
do not heal; they seal.  Trees “wall off” injured and 
infected ssues and then con nue genera ng new 

ssues. 

Callus “rolling in” over old
wound

If you look at an old wound, 
you will no ce that it does 
not “heal” from the inside 
out, but eventually the tree 
covers the opening by 
forming specialised “callus” 

ssue around the edges of 
the wound.

A er wounding, new wood growing around the wound 
forms a protec ve boundary preven ng the infec on or 
decay from spreading into the new ssue. 

Thus, the tree responds to the injury by 
“compartmentalising” or isola ng the older, injured 

ssue with the gradual growth of new, healthy ssue. 

Barrier Zones: Not only do the trees try to close the 
damaged ssue from the outside, they also make the 
exis ng wood surrounding the wound unsuitable for 
spread of decay organisms. 

Although these processes are not well understood, the 
tree tries to avoid further injury by se ng chemical and 
physical boundaries around the infected cells, reac ng 
to the pathogen and confining the damage.

 If the tree is fast and effec ve with its boundary-se ng 
mechanisms, any infec on remains localised and does 
not spread. However, if the boundary-se ng 
mechanisms are not effec ve, the micro-organisms will 
successfully and rapidly spread. These are the extremes 
of deteriora on due to tree wounding, and all 
grada ons in between of boundary-se ng and infec on
spread can occur. However, most vigorous or ac vely 
growing trees are fairly successful in coping with decay-
spreading mechanisms. 

When a branch is cut, you o en see sap coming out of 
the cut area. This starts off the compartmentalisa on 
process. Arborists, use standardised pruning techniques
which result in leaving a branch collar when cu ng off a
branch. In bonsai we generally use knob cu ers and or 
concave branch cu ers to make a flush cut. This 
exposes a greater wound area and thus takes a li le 
longer for the plant to recover. However if the plant is 
healthy its natural healing processes work to callus and 
cover the exposed area. 

Research has shown that wound sealants reduce the 
self-healing process. Sealants tend to repel the inward 
rolling bark and delays the recovery process. They can 
seal in moisture and decay; some mes serve as a food 
source for pathogens; prevent wound wood from 
forming and inhibit compartmentalisa on. Sealants do 
not prevent the entrance of decay organisms nor stop 
rot. Covering a wound with sealant stops the oxida ve 
process. O en the tree delays the rolling bark un l the 
sealant “decays.” 

If pruning is done during the dormant season, the 
chance of infec on is greatly reduced. It is 
recommended that you sani se and sharpen your tools 
prior to cu ng. Clean cuts are important in minimising 
the possibility of infec on.
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NOELANDERS STYLES JUNIPER AT AABCNOELANDERS STYLES JUNIPER AT AABC
Marc Noelanders Styles Juniper at Marc Noelanders Styles Juniper at 
2017 AABC2017 AABC
This photo ar cle and notes are drawn from Marc 
Noelanders presenta on on styling an advanced Juniper
stock plant.

Very healthy Juniper with a long apex and very long branches.

Marc commenced by cleaning around the trunk to 
reveal the movement and major branch placing. He 
explained that he had two major op ons for the tree, 
which he proceeded to draw.

Two options for this Juniper 

Marc explained that he could use the very bo om 
branch as the tree and jin the rest. Alterna vely he 
could jin the lowest branch and work his way up the 
tree to feature the trunk line.

With second option chosen, Marc is now
 jinning the lowest branch

Working his way up the tree with the jins and shari

Marc explained rather than keeping the major branch 
just above the bend, he could create more interest by 
bringing up the rela vely weak lowest branch. In 
choosing the viewing angle, Marc put the low jin at the 
front. However this meant that the trunk as orientated 
backwards. Thus he changed the angle of the tree.

Also as he worked his way up the tree he felt that the 
two strong branches at the front hid too much of the 
movement of the trunk – and thus removed them and 
jinned them. He then brought one of the back branches 
forward to create a li le bit of “mystery” in the flow of 
the trunk.

He now only needed to wire up the bo om branch and 
clean and wire out the top.

Juniper styling is now complete

Marc explained that when you make jins it must give 
something extra to the bonsai design. Don’t shari all the
way to the bo om and follow the living veins. If you 
have more jins, then you should have less foliage and 
vice-versa.
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CULLUM MAKES BONSAI POT AT AABCCULLUM MAKES BONSAI POT AT AABC
Steve Cullum demonstrates how to Steve Cullum demonstrates how to 
make a bonsai pot at 2017 AABCmake a bonsai pot at 2017 AABC

Twenty-five years experience in bonsai 
and frustrated by the ever elusive pot 
search, Steve Cullum made his first pot 
in 2010. His chosen aesthe c channels 
the Japanese spirit of authen city and 

cra smanship, making pots that comfortably wear the 
imperfec ons of being made by hand and the arbitrary 
forces of the furnace. His pots are in the collec ons of 
the Na onal Bonsai and Penjing Collec on of Australia 
and bonsai prac oners around Australia.

At the 2017 AABC Steve demonstrated how to make a 
bonsai pot using a slump mold. He used polystyrene 
wrapped in clingwrap as the mold. Unlike plaster, 
polystyrene will not absorb moisture so you need to 
remove the mold well before the clay shrinks. 

With clay that had already been prepared and rolled 
into slabs, Steve used paper templates to cut the base 
of the pot and lay it on the polystyrene surface for the 
base.

Similarly he cut two strips of clay and placed them 
around the sides of the polystyrene very carefully 
joining them at each end and a aching them to the 
base which had been prepared with “slip” (watery clay 
for joining). 

He used a wooden mallet gently tapping the join and 
then smoothed it with a “kidney” shaped  tool. For 

bonsai pots he usually makes them in the ra o of 72-
75% width to length. 

For the feet, he used a cardboard template cu ng the 
clay with an angle knife – curve on one side and flat on 
the outside. Once the feet were a ached, he made two 
large drainage holes and used a drill to make 8 small 
holes for wire a achment and then smoothed the base 
with a brush. 

He then separated the upside down pot from the base 
using a knife. Next he placed another board under the 
legs along with a couple of bits of clay props (separated 
from the pot by newspaper) to help support the base 
(stop warping). He then carefully turned it over. He 
explained that the drying process was controlled and 
usually took about 3 – 4 weeks. 
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PETER REPOTS PRIVET & EVENTS CALENDARPETER REPOTS PRIVET & EVENTS CALENDAR
Steve Cullum Makes a Bonsai Pot Steve Cullum Makes a Bonsai Pot 
((continued from page 5)continued from page 5)

There would be two firings (bisque and final glaze fire). 
There would be around a 5% size loss with the bisque 
and another 13% size loss with the higher temperature 
final firing which causes vitrifica on (pot goes semi-
liquid and expels gases). 

“Magically” out of a box came a fully fired and glazed pot just
like the one Steve made that afternoon

Peter Repots PrivetPeter Repots Privet
Privets grow vigorously and o en need to be po ed 
twice a year – early autumn and early spring. Being very
forgiving plants, they are easy to grow as a root over 
rock. This privet is around 15-20 years old. From the 
pictures on page 1, you can see that Peter took off 
around two thirds of the roots. A er cu ng off the base
with a knife, and then the sides with scissors, he gently 
teased the roots to loosen then ready for po ng. Peter 
uses Ray Nesci’s mix which has not fer liser. He fer lises
each bag using a mix of 2 parts strained cow manure, 1 
part blood and bone and some slow release fer liser.

A er wiring the mesh he also added some wire through 
the holes in the pot so that he could secure the root 
over rock composi on. This is because the rock is heavy 
and the privet has a large canopy and is suscep ble to 
being blown over in the wind.

At home he would normally
style and cut the tree before
repo ng. The pot was first
half-filled with soil; then the
tree ed in; and then the
rest of the soil was added
and compacted in with a
chop s ck. Peter said that 
he would then fully 
immerse the pot in water
with seaweed condi oner
added:- firstly to get rid of the air bubbles; and, 
secondly seaweed condi oner to help the plant get over
the transplant shock.

Bonsai Events CalendarBonsai Events Calendar

Date Event Details 

16-17 Sept 2017 Wauchope Bonsai Workshop Group 
Exhibi on

Laurieton United Services Club, Seymour St, Laurieton

28-29 Oct 2017 Urimbirra Bonsai Society Annual 
Exhibi on

Heininger Hall, Ribbonwood Centre, Dapto

10-12 Nov 2017 Newcastle Bonsai Society Annual 
Show

Charlestown Bowling Club, 5 Lincoln St Charlestown.

20-23 Jul 2018 AABC Na onal Bonsai Conven on Mantra Bell City, Preston – Melbourne 


